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Peer review
Throughout its existence, Minnesota History’s editors have consis-
tently upheld a two- fold mission: sound scholarship and readability. 
In 1925 this mission was expressed as “scholarly contributions to 
knowledge with some material designed to have a wider popular 
appeal.” In 1952 it was described as “authenticity, accuracy, and read-
ability.” And in 1970 it became “readable, reliable information on the 
myriad facets of Minnesota’s heritage.” As Minnesota History moves 
through the twenty- first century, nothing essential has changed.

Maintaining the balance between scholarship and readability is 
a delicate process. Once an article is accepted for publication, read-
ability is the product of the author/editor collaboration. Yet how are 
feature stories deemed appropriately scholarly and reliable for publi-
cation? The answer is peer review. 

Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (11th edition) defines peer 
review as “a process by which something proposed (as for research 
or publication) is evaluated by a group of experts in the appropriate 
field.” As experts in the topic of the article under consideration, the 
reviewers are considered peers of the author (hence “peer review”).

Minnesota History, like many, but not all, state historical society 
magazines, is peer- reviewed. The editor seeks out suitable content 
experts for manuscripts she deems promising. The process is “double 
blind.” This means the reviewer does not know the identity of the 
author, nor does the author know the identity of the reviewers. Those 
who review an article submitted to Minnesota History are asked to 
evaluate whether the article: 

• Contains innovative information
• Shows responsible scholarship
• Evidences familiarity with the subject
• Has a pertinent subject
• Has good organization, structure, and style

(The full description can be found at mnhs.org/mnhistory under 
“Author Guidelines.”)

The decision whether to accept outright, provisionally accept 
pending revisions, or decline ultimately rests with the editor, based 
on her reading of the peer reviews. Constructive feedback is shared 
with authors, who, like Minnesota History’s readership, range from 
tenured professors to independent scholars, journalists, and citizen 
historians. 

Journals owe an immense debt to the peer reviewers, who perform 
their task without compensation (as do most of our authors). If you 
have been a peer reviewer or have submitted an article to Minnesota 
History, here is a grateful public shout- out to you! 

—  Laura Weber
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Copyright of Minnesota History is the property of the Minnesota 
Historical Society, and its content may not be copied or emailed to 
multiple sites or users or posted to a listserv without the copyright holder’s 
express written permission:  contact us. 
 
Individuals may print or download articles for personal use. 
 
To request permission for educational or commercial use, contact us. 
Include the author’s name and article title in the body of your message. But 
first-- 
 
If you think you may need permission, here are some guidelines: 
 
Students and researchers 

• You do not need permission to quote or paraphrase portions of an 
article, as long as your work falls within the fair use provision of 
copyright law. Using information from an article to develop an 
argument is fair use. Quoting brief pieces of text in an unpublished 
paper or thesis is fair use. Even quoting in a work to be published 
can be fair use, depending on the amount quoted. Read about fair 
use here: http://www.copyright.gov/fls/fl102.html 

• You should, however, always credit the article as a source for your 
work. 

 
Teachers 

• You do not need permission to incorporate parts of an article into 
a lesson. 

• You do need permission to assign an article, either by 
downloading multiple copies or by sending students to the online 
pdf. There is a small per-copy use fee for assigned reading. 
Contact us for more information. 
 

About Illustrations 
• Minnesota History credits the sources for illustrations at the end 

of each article. Minnesota History itself does not hold copyright 
on images and therefore cannot grant permission to reproduce 
them. 

• For information on using illustrations owned by the Minnesota 
Historical Society, see MHS Library FAQ.  
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